YORK® CLIMATE SET™

THE RIGHT CHOICE – WHEREVER YOU ARE.

YORK® Climate Set™ makes the outdoor Affinity™ Series system perfectly tuned to the outdoor environment of the unit’s operating location. With settings for humid, dry or normal conditions, contractors can quickly set up a home comfort system with a greater degree of accuracy and confidence. Climate Set™ optimizes a home comfort system’s operation, maximizing efficiency and homeowner comfort.

AS SIMPLE AS 1-2-3

Climate Set™ features three different climate settings the contractor can choose from when installing the unit. The settings (humid, dry or normal) are selected based on the outdoor climate in which the conditioned space is located.

FASTER SETUP, BETTER RESULTS

Since configuring the system for its applied climate is available at the press of a button, more time can be dedicated to fine-tuning the system to address specific comfort challenges. This means faster installation and an efficient, custom comfort solution in minimal time.

WORKING TOGETHER

Unlike systems that only optimize the blower, Climate Set™ optimizes how the indoor blower and outdoor compressor work together, streamlining the system for specific applications that maximize comfort while increasing efficiency.

ONLY FROM YORK®

Our commitment to excellence allows us to develop new and innovative products in the HVAC industry, including YORK® exclusive innovations, like Climate Set™. That’s why, when it comes to home comfort, your confidence is our commitment.

Visit YORK.com/Affinity to learn more.